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ABSTRACT
We present empirical colour transformations between Sloan Digital Sky Survey ugri and
Johnson–Cousins UBVRc photometry for nearby galaxies (D < 11 Mpc). We use the
Local Volume Legacy (LVL) galaxy sample where there are 90 galaxies with overlapping
observational coverage for these two filter sets. The LVL galaxy sample consists of normal,
non-starbursting galaxies. We also examine how well the LVL galaxy colours are described
by previous transformations derived from standard calibration stars and model-based galaxy
templates. We find significant galaxy colour scatter around most of the previous transforma-
tion relationships. In addition, the previous transformations show systematic offsets between
transformed and observed galaxy colours which are visible in observed colour–colour trends.
The LVL-based galaxy transformations show no systematic colour offsets and reproduce the
observed colour–colour galaxy trends.

Key words: galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: irregular – Local Group – galaxies: photometry –
galaxies: spiral.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is a large-area optical survey
which covers more than one quarter of the sky (York et al. 2000).
The five filters (ugriz) developed for this survey are based on a
modified Thuan–Gunn (Thuan & Gunn 1976) system which provide
wide optical wavelength coverage and little overlap between each
filter bandpass. Due to the wide acceptance of this filter system,
an increasing number of ground-based surveys utilize SDSS filters.
Thus, there is a large amount of optical data for stars, galaxies,
and quasars based on ugriz photometry in addition to traditional
UBVRcIc photometry (Johnson & Morgan 1953; Cousins 1976).

All previous SDSS data releases have empirically characterized
SDSS–Johnson–Cousins transformations for quasars (e.g. Jester
et al. 2005) and stars (Pop I and II, metal-poor, dwarfs, and main
sequence; Smith et al. 2002; Karaali, Bilir & Tunçel 2005; West,

� E-mail: dcook12@uwyo.edu
†Deceased.

Walkowicz & Hawley 2005; Jester et al. 2005; Jordi, Grebel &
Ammon 2006; Rodgers et al. 2006). However, no study to date has
explicitly investigated empirical transformations for a population
of galaxies. It is reasonable to assume that some stellar transforma-
tions would describe galaxy transformations with relative accuracy
since the majority of a galaxy’s optical light emanates from stars.
However, previous studies have found different transformations for
stars with different metallicities (Karaali et al. 2005; Jordi et al.
2006) and different colours (Smith et al. 2002; Jester et al. 2005;
West et al. 2005; Jordi et al. 2006). In addition, nebular emission and
absorption are likely to significantly affect galaxy optical fluxes. It
is not obvious if the transformations of stars with similar proper-
ties (i.e. metallicity and optical colour) would accurately describe
a transformation of an amalgamation of stars with a wide range
of properties (i.e. a galaxy) and account for nebular emission and
absorption.

Although no previous study has investigated empirical galaxy
transformations, the study of Blanton & Roweis (2007) has charac-
terized transformations derived from model-based galaxy templates.
These templates are a linear combination between observed galaxy
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spectral energy distributions from large galaxy surveys (GALEX,
SDSS, 2MASS, GOODS, DEEP2) and the stellar models of Bruzual
& Charlot (2003). Although these transformations were derived for
galaxies, they are dependent upon stellar models which introduce
uncertainty based upon model assumptions (e.g. age, metallicity,
initial mass function, stellar mass-to-light ratios) in addition to as-
sumptions of a galaxy’s star formation history. It is not clear if
transformations derived from model-based galaxy templates will
accurately describe transformations for observed galaxy colours.

This study utilizes the Local Volume Legacy (LVL; Dale et al.
2009) survey galaxy sample to derive empirical SDSS–Johnson–
Cousin transformations explicitly for galaxies. The LVL sample
contains 90 galaxies with overlapping UBVRc and ugriz observa-
tional coverage. This data set is ideal to characterize these trans-
formations since the LVL sample consists of galaxies with a wide
range of properties (e.g. morphology, metallicity, optical luminos-
ity and colour, star formation rate, etc.). Furthermore, the sample
is dominated by low-mass galaxies with low internal extinction
(Dale et al. 2009; Cook et al. 2014b). These data in combination
with previous stellar transformation relationships will facilitate an
examination of how well stellar transformations describe galaxy
transformations. In addition, we compare the LVL galaxy transfor-
mations to the Blanton & Roweis (2007) transformations derived
from model-based galaxy templates.

2 SA MPLE

The LVL sample consists of 258 of our nearest galaxy neighbours
reflecting a statistically complete, representative sample of the local
Universe. The sample selection and description are detailed in Dale
et al. (2009), but we provide an overview here.

The LVL sample was built upon the samples of two previ-
ous nearby galaxy surveys: ACS Nearby Galaxy Survey Treasury
(Dalcanton et al. 2009) and 11 Mpc Hα and Ultraviolet Galaxy
Survey (11 HUGS; Kennicutt et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2011). The final
LVL sample consists of galaxies that appear outside the Galactic
plane (|b| > 20◦), have a distance less than 11 Mpc (D ≤ 11 Mpc),
span an absolute B-band magnitude of −9.6 < MB < −20.7 mag,
and span an RC3 catalogue galaxy type range of −5 < T < 10. Con-
sequently, the LVL sample contains low-mass dwarf and irregular
galaxies, large spirals, and a few elliptical galaxies.

There is significant UBVRc and ugriz observational overlap. A
total of 49, 85, 39, and 88 galaxies with UBVRc observations, respec-
tively, also have ugriz imaging available. Fig. 1 presents histograms
of the full LVL sample (unshaded) and a subsample with overlap-
ping ugriz observational coverage (shaded). Both samples show rel-
atively similar distributions of morphology, absolute B-band mag-
nitude, star formation rate (SFR), and B − R optical colour. The
absolute B-band magnitudes and B − R optical colours are taken
from Cook et al. (2014a). The SFRs are derived from the GALEX

Figure 1. Distributions of RC3 morphology type taken from Kennicutt et al. (2008, top left), absolute B-band magnitude (top right), SFR (bottom left), and
(B − V) optical colour (bottom right). The unshaded histograms show the entire sample of 258 galaxies, whereas the shaded portions indicate a subsample of
galaxies with overlapping UBVRc and ugri observations.
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892 D. O. Cook et al.

far-ultraviolet magnitudes of Lee et al. (2011) and are transformed
into SFRs via the prescription of Murphy et al. (2011).

3 DATA

We utilize the UBVRc and ugri fluxes from the LVL global optical
photometry study of Cook et al. (2014a). We do not use the z-band
fluxes for our transformations since there are no corresponding Ic-
band fluxes. These data are fully described in Cook et al. (2014a),
but we provide a brief overview here.

The UBVRc ground-based data were taken from 1–2 m class tele-
scopes. The images were reduced via standard IRAF tasks and the
resulting photometry was calibrated to the Johnson–Cousins mag-
nitude system via Landolt standard star observations taken several
times a night. Since the fluxes of Cook et al. (2014a) are published in
the AB magnitude system, we have recovered the Vega magnitudes
via the prescription of Blanton & Roweis (2007).

The SDSS data were downloaded from SDSS DR7 (Abazajian
et al. 2009). For each galaxy, mosaic images were constructed using
the utility SWARP (Bertin et al. 2002), sky-subtracted, and photomet-
rically calibrated to the AB magnitude system; note that the SDSS
magnitudes are corrected for AB magnitude offsets as prescribed
by the DR7 data release website.1

To ensure accurate photometric comparisons across different op-
tical bandpasses, Cook et al. (2014a) removed contaminating fore-
ground stars and background galaxies from the optical images.
Contaminant regions were overlaid on to each optical image, visu-
ally inspected, and the contaminant region sizes were adjusted to
account for the relative apparent brightness of each source. Each
contaminant was removed through an interpolation of the surround-
ing local sky using the IRAF task IMEDIT.

Global photometry is performed on both UBVRc and ugri im-
ages within identical apertures defined by Dale et al. (2009). These
apertures were chosen to encompass the majority of the emission
seen at GALEX UV (1500–2300 Å) and Spitzer IR (3.6–160 µm)
wavelengths, but we have visually checked to ensure that they are
adequately large to encompass all of the optical emission of each
galaxy. These apertures have a median semimajor axis ratio of 1.5
compared to R25 apertures (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991).

4 R ESULTS

In this section, we derive empirical colour transformations for galax-
ies using a subsample of LVL with overlapping UBVRc and ugri
imaging. We derive both ugri-to-UBVRc and UBVRc-to-ugri trans-
formations and quantify the accuracy of all possible colour–colour
combinations via the rms scatter and the resulting transformed mi-
nus observed magnitude for each colour transformation. We com-
pare these results to previous transformations and examine how well
all transformations reproduce observed colour–colour trends. The
LVL galaxy transformations show better agreement with observed
magnitudes and colours compared to previous transformations.

4.1 SDSS to Johnson–Cousins

In this section, we describe the methods used to derive the ugri-to-
UBVRc galaxy transformations. We quantify the accuracy of each
transformation and compare them to previous transformations. In

1 http://www.sdss.org/dr7/algorithms/fluxcal.html

addition, we perform a second accuracy check by comparing trans-
formed colours to observed colour–colour trends.

4.1.1 LVL transformations for galaxies

To determine colour transformations between the SDSS and
Johnson–Cousins magnitude systems, we examine all possible com-
binations of the difference in Johnson–Cousins and SDSS magni-
tudes versus SDSS colours (e.g. U − r versus g − r). A least χ2

fit is performed on each combination and the rms scatter about the
best-fitting line is calculated. In addition, we calculate the median
absolute difference between the transformed and observed magni-
tude (�Mmed) for each colour transformation.

The combination of rms scatter and �Mmed values together quan-
tifies the accuracy of each colour transformation. A low rms scat-
ter implies a well-behaved transformation (i.e. most galaxies show
agreement with the best-fitting transformation). The �Mmed values
quantify how accurately the transformation (i.e. the best-fitting line
to the data) reproduces the typical observed magnitudes for the
sample.

The top panel of Fig. 2 shows �Mmed versus the rms scatter
of each LVL colour transformation. Above an rms value of ∼0.12
mag, there exists a lower envelope in �Mmed where the transformed
magnitudes are increasingly inconsistent with the observed magni-
tude (i.e. higher �Mmed). This trend suggests that transformations
with low rms scatter should result in good agreement between trans-
formed and observed magnitudes. However, there are a number of
colour transformations with low rms scatter (<0.12 mag) but rel-
atively high �Mmed values (>0.05 mag). Thus, a combination of
low rms scatter and low �Mmed would provide the best available
transformation for each filter. If we treat the rms scatter and �Mmed

Figure 2. The median absolute difference between the transformed and ob-
served magnitudes (�Mmed) versus the rms scatter of each colour transfor-
mation. Top panel: all possible colour–colour transformation combinations
of the LVL subsample with overlapping UBVRc and ugri imaging. Bottom
panel: transformations of previous studies derived from standard calibration
stars overplotted on to the data of the top panel which are now presented as
‘plus’ signs.
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Table 1. The ugri-to-UBVRc transformation equations and coeffi-
cients for galaxies derived from a subsample of LVL where there
exists an overlap between UBVRc and ugri imaging. The last col-
umn lists the rms scatter of the LVL galaxy colours around the least
χ2 fit for each transformation.

SDSS transformations
rms

Colour Colour transformation (mag)

U − i = (1.93 ± 0.06)(g − i) + (−0.48 ± 0.04) 0.09
B − i = (1.27 ± 0.03)(g − i) + (0.16 ± 0.01) 0.04
V − u = (−0.82 ± 0.03)(u − r) + (−0.02 ± 0.04) 0.03
R − u = (−1.06 ± 0.02)(u − r) + (−0.11 ± 0.03) 0.08

values as a measure of each transformation’s uncertainty, we can
add these quantities in quadrature, identify the lowest value as the
transformation with the lowest uncertainty, and thus identify the
best available transformation.

There are several B− and V-band transformations where both
the rms scatter and �Mmed values fall below 0.05 mag. Also, the
Rc-band transformations show low �Mmed values (�Mmed < 0.05)
but slightly higher rms scatter (0.05 < rms < 0.12). For these three
bandpasses (BVRc), we choose the transformation with the lowest
rms and �Mmed values added in quadrature.

There are several U-band transformations which show low rms
scatter (<0.12 mag) but all show relatively high �Mmed values
(≥0.1 mag) compared to other bandpasses. The transformation with
the lowest rms and �Mmed value added in quadrature falls in Fig. 2
at an rms of ∼0.09 and �Mmed value of ∼0.1 mag, respectively.
The equations and best-fitting parameters of the ugri-to-UBVRc

LVL galaxy transformations are shown in Table 1. The individual
LVL–colour transformation relationships are graphically presented
in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. The colour–colour relationships used to define the LVL galaxy
transformations. The solid black line is the least χ2 fit to the galaxy colours
and represents the LVL galaxy transformations. The fit parameters are listed
in the caption as well as in Table 1.

4.1.2 Previous transformations

We also test how well the LVL galaxy colours are described by
previous SDSS transformations. The studies of Jester et al. (2005),
Jordi et al. (2006), and Blanton & Roweis (2007) derived ugriz-
to-UBVRcIc transformations while Lupton’s (2005, hereafter L05)2

transformations derived ugriz-to-BVRcIc transformations; there are
no U-band transformations for L05. The studies of L05, Jester et al.
(2005), and Jordi et al. (2006) utilized either Landolt standard stars
(Landolt 1992) or an extension of Landolt’s standard stars (Stetson
2000) to derive stellar transformations, while Blanton & Roweis
(2007) utilized model-based galaxy templates to derive galaxy
transformations.

Fig. 4 graphically presents the colour transformation relation-
ships of these previous studies with the LVL galaxy colours over-
plotted. Any previous transformation which utilizes I-band photom-
etry has been omitted since the study of Cook et al. (2014a) did not
publish such measurements. The LVL galaxy colours show a sig-
nificant amount of scatter around most of these relationships and/or
there exists an offset between the LVL-derived best fit and those
derived from standard stars and model-based galaxy templates.

We calculate the rms scatter of the LVL galaxy colours around
the previously published best-fitting lines and the �Mmed values
to quantify the accuracy of the previous transformations on galaxy
colours. The results are graphically shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 2. The previous transformations show a similar trend across
UBVRc filters to those of LVL where the transformations of both
the B and V bands show low rms scatter and �Mmed values, that of
the Rc band shows higher rms scatter but low �Mmed values, and
that of the U band shows relatively high rms scatter and �Mmed

values.
Although some of the B-, V-, and Rc-band transformations of

previous studies provide reasonably low �Mmed values, most of
the corresponding colour–colour relationships show poor fits to ob-
served galaxy colours. In addition, Fig. 2 shows that for every trans-
formation derived in previous studies, there exists an LVL transfor-
mation with a lower rms scatter and �Mmed value in every bandpass.
Furthermore, the U-band transformations provide the highest con-
trast between the accuracies of the LVL and previous transfor-
mations. There are many LVL U-band transformations which are
significantly lower in both rms scatter and �Mmed values compared
to the best U-band transformation derived from previous studies.

4.1.3 Observed Colour–colour trends

The rms scatter and �Mmed values provide one way to quantify
the accuracy of each transformation. Another means to test the
accuracy of colour transformations is to propagate the transformed
magnitudes into colours and examine how well these transformed
colours reproduce observed colour–colour trends.

In general, galaxies show correlations between different optical
colours with varying amounts of scatter (e.g. Blanton et al. 2003;
Cook et al. 2014a). This scatter is reduced when the flux within each
bandpass is corrected for internal extinction due to dust (Cook et al.
2014b). To test how well the LVL and previous transformations
reproduce observed colour–colour relationships, we correct both
the transformed and observed LVL galaxy fluxes for extinction due
to dust.

2 https://www.sdss3.org/dr10/algorithms/sdssUBVRITransform.php
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894 D. O. Cook et al.

Figure 4. The colour–colour relationships used to derive the previous transformations of Jester et al. (2005), L05, Jordi et al. (2006), and Blanton & Roweis
(2007). The open diamonds represent the observed LVL galaxy colours and the black solid line represents the best-fitting line to the data. The dashed,
long-dashed, dash–dotted, and triple-dot–dashed lines represent the best-fitting lines published by the studies of Jester et al. (2005), L05, Jordi et al. (2006),
and Blanton & Roweis (2007), respectively. Most panels show significant galaxy scatter or an offset between the LVL and stellar transformation best-fitting
line.

The extinction corrections in each optical bandpass are carried
out by Cook et al. (2014b) and are fully described there. Note that
correcting for internal dust extinction does not change the difference
between transformed and observed colours, but visually highlights
any differences in colour–colour trends which are consequently
tighter due to dust corrections. Quantities in this study which have
been corrected for internal extinction due to dust are denoted with
a subscript ‘0’ and represent an intrinsic measurement.

Figs 5 and 6 show two colour–colour relationships, where the ob-
served UBVRc colours show relatively tight correlations with each
other. The panels of Figs 5 and 6 present the observed-only colour–
colour trend for a visual reference and subsequent comparison pan-
els between observed and transformed colours. These comparison
panels show colours transformed via the prescriptions of L05, Jester
et al. (2005), Jordi et al. (2006), Blanton & Roweis (2007), and
the LVL galaxy prescriptions presented in Table 1. When multiple
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Figure 5. The colour–colour relationship between (B − R)0 and (B − V)0

where the flux of each bandpass in both colours has been corrected for in-
ternal extinction due to dust and Milky Way foreground extinction. Panel
(a) is the observed trend with no transformed colours overplotted, panel (b)
has the transformed colours via the prescription of L05 overplotted, panel
(c) has the transformed colours via the prescription of Jester et al. (2005)
overplotted, panel (d) has the transformed colours via the prescription of
Jordi et al. (2006) overplotted, panel (e) has the transformed colours via
the prescription of Blanton & Roweis (2007) overplotted, and panel (f) has
the LVL transformed colours overplotted. Each of the stellar transformed
colours shows colour offsets in both axes. These offsets are quantified in Ta-
ble 2. The LVL transformed colours show good agreement with the observed
colour trend.

previous transformations exist for a given bandpass, we choose the
one which yielded the lowest �Mmed value in the bottom panel of
Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 shows the (B − V)0 versus (B − R)0 relationship where
panel (a) is the observed trend with no transformed colours over-
plotted, panel (b) has the transformed colours via the prescription
of L05 overplotted, panel (c) has the transformed colours via the
prescription of Jester et al. (2005) overplotted, panel (d) has the

Figure 6. The colour–colour relationship between (U − R)0 and (B − V)0.
Panel (a) is the observed trend with no transformed colours overplotted,
panel (b) has the transformed colours via the prescription of Jester et al.
(2005) overplotted, panel (c) has the transformed colours via the prescrip-
tion of Jordi et al. (2006) overplotted, panel (d) has the transformed colours
via the prescription of Blanton & Roweis (2007) overplotted, and panel (e)
has the LVL transformed colours overplotted. Each of the stellar transformed
colours shows colour offsets in both axes. These offsets are quantified in
Table 2. The LVL transformed colours show good agreement with the ob-
served colour trend.

transformed colours via the prescription of Jordi et al. (2006) over-
plotted, panel (e) has the transformed colours via the prescription
of Blanton & Roweis (2007) overplotted, and panel (f) has the LVL
transformed colours overplotted.

Visual inspection of Fig. 5 shows significant disagreement be-
tween the observed colour–colour trend and the transformed colours
of L05 in both slope and colour offset. The transformed colours of
Jester et al. (2005), Jordi et al. (2006), and Blanton & Roweis (2007)
show similar slopes to that of the observed trend, but the Jordi et al.
(2006) transformations show a noticeable offset.

Although the transformed colours of Jester et al. (2005) show
a similar slope to that of the observed colours, there is an offset
which is less obvious at first glance. Table 2 shows the median
colour difference between the transformed and observed colours
for the LVL and previous transformations. The median �(B − R)0

and �(B − V)0 colour differences for Jester et al. (2005) show
that both colours are redder by 0.16 and 0.1 mag, respectively. The
ratio of �(B − R)0 to �(B − V)0 represents the slope at which the
Jester et al. (2005) colours are shifted and is similar to the slope of

MNRAS 445, 890–898 (2014)
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896 D. O. Cook et al.

Table 2. The median colour differences be-
tween the ugri-to-UBVRc transformed and observed
colours for the LVL galaxy transformations and
those derived in previous transformations. The flux
of each bandpass for all colours has been corrected
for internal extinction due to dust.

Median colour differences
�colour

Colour Study (mag)

(U − B)0 Jester et al. (2005) 0.15
Jordi et al. (2006) 0.11
Blanton & Roweis (2007) 0.13
LVL 0.04

(U − V)0 Jester et al. (2005) 0.29
Jordi et al. (2006) 0.23
Blanton & Roweis (2007) 0.14
LVL 0.06

(U − R)0 Jester et al. (2005) 0.24
Jordi et al. (2006) 0.02
Blanton & Roweis (2007) 0.06
LVL −0.01

(B − V)0 Jester et al. (2005) 0.10
Lupton (2005) 0.13
Jordi et al. (2006) 0.08
Blanton & Roweis (2007) −0.03
LVL 0.01

(B − R)0 Jester et al. (2005) 0.16
Lupton (2005) 0.50
Jordi et al. (2006) −0.01
Blanton & Roweis (2007) 0.01
LVL 0.01

(V − R)0 Jester et al. (2005) 0.05
Lupton (2005) 0.31
Jordi et al. (2006) −0.10
Blanton & Roweis (2007) 0.03
LVL −0.01

the observed colour–colour trend (ratio of �y to �x ∼ 1.5). Thus,
the Jester et al. (2005) transformations show a similar (B − R)0

and (B − V)0 slope to that of the observed colours, but exhibit a
systematic offset along the observed colour–colour relationship to
redder colours (up and to the right in Fig. 5).

Both the LVL and Blanton & Roweis (2007) transformations
show similar agreement between the transformed and observed
colour slopes in Fig. 5, and show small colour offsets in Table 2.
However, the LVL transformed colours consistently exhibit the low-
est, or similar to the lowest, median colour differences in all colours,
especially those which involve U-band transformations.

Fig. 6 shows another observed colour–colour trend where there
exists a correlation between (U − R)0 and (B − V)0. Note that
there is no L05 panel in Fig. 6 since there are no L05 U-band
transformations.

Fig. 6 shows that the Jester et al. (2005), Jordi et al. (2006),
and Blanton & Roweis (2007) transformations show a similar slope
compared to the observed trend, but the transformed colours of
both Jordi et al. (2006) and Blanton & Roweis (2007) show a no-
ticeable offset. Inspection of Table 2 reveals that the Jester et al.
(2005) transformations have redder median colours in both (U − R)0

and (B − V)0 similar to the observed colour–colour slope indicat-
ing a systematic offset along the observed colour–colour relation-
ship. Furthermore, Table 2 shows that all previous transformations

exhibit greater median colour differences compared to the LVL
transformations.

The LVL transformations show good agreement with the colour–
colour trend in Fig. 6 and no systematic offset in the median colour
differences in Table 2. In addition, only the LVL transformations
show small median colour differences in colours which involve
U-band transformations. Although some of the previous transfor-
mations show good agreement with some observed colour trends,
only the LVL transformations show consistent agreement across all
colours.

4.2 Johnson–Cousins to SDSS

In this section, we derive the UBVRc-to-ugri galaxy transformations
with identical methods to those described in Section 4.1. We verify
the accuracy of these transformations and compare them to previous
transformations via observed ugri colour–colour trends. However,
we only present these results in tabular format since we observe
similar trends to those found in Section 4.1.

4.2.1 LVL transformations for galaxies

We examine all possible combinations of SDSS minus Johnson–
Cousins magnitudes versus Johnson–Cousins colours to derive the
LVL galaxy transformations. The rms scatter and �Mmed values are
calculated for each transformation. The �Mmed versus rms scatter
plot for these transformations (not shown for brevity) has a similar
overall structure to that of Fig. 2. There are multiple ugri-band
transformations with low rms scatter and �Mmed values (<0.1 mag).
For these bandpasses (ugri), we choose the transformations with
the lowest rms and �Mmed added in quadrature (see Section 4.1.1).
There are no z-band transformations derived in this study due a
lack of corresponding Ic-band fluxes. The UBVRc-to-ugri galaxy
transformation equations and best-fitting parameters are presented
in Table 3.

4.2.2 Previous transformations

We also compare the LVL UBVRc-to-ugri galaxy transformations
to those of previous studies. However, the study of L05 does not
provide Johnson–Cousins-to-SDSS transformations; thus, there are
no comparisons with the L05 study. Furthermore, no i-band trans-
formation comparisons can be made with any previous study since
these transformations require Ic-band photometry which are not
available for the LVL sample of galaxies.

Visual inspection of the previous transformation relationships
with LVL galaxy colours overplotted (not shown for brevity) reveals
similar results to those seen in Fig. 4. The LVL galaxy colours show
large scatter around the previous transformation relationships and/or

Table 3. The UBVRc-to-ugri transformation equations and coeffi-
cients for galaxies. The last column lists the rms scatter of the LVL
galaxy colours around the least χ2 fit for each transformation.

SDSS transformations
rms

Colour Colour transformation (mag)

u − V = (2.05 ± 0.12)(B − V) + (0.10 ± 0.06) 0.06
g − V = (0.70 ± 0.06)(B − V) + (−0.17 ± 0.03) 0.05
r − B = (−1.42 ± 0.08)(B − V) + (0.01 ± 0.04) 0.06
i − V = (−2.29 ± 0.23)(V − R) + (0.48 ± 0.09) 0.06
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there exist significant deviations between the LVL best fits and those
derived in previous studies.

To quantify the accuracy of previous transformations on galaxy
colours, we calculate the rms scatter of the LVL galaxy colours
around the previously published best-fitting line and �Mmed values.
The results are not graphically shown for brevity but yield similar
results to the bottom panel of Fig. 2. All of the g-band and only one
of the r-band transformations derived from previous studies yield
low rms scatter and �Mmed values (<0.1 mag). However, all of the
u- and most of the r-band transformations show relatively high rms
scatter (0.1 < rms < 0.2) and �Mmed values (0.1 < �Mmed < 0.3).
For every transformation of previous studies, there exists an LVL
transformation with a lower rms scatter and �Mmed value in every
available bandpass.

4.2.3 Observed colour–colour trends

Due to the availability of only three transformed ugri filters, we
examine only one observed colour–colour trend which is not shown
for brevity: (g − r)0 versus (u − r)0. We find similar results to those
seen in Fig. 6 where the Jester et al. (2005), Jordi et al. (2006), and
Blanton & Roweis (2007) transformations show similar slopes to the
observed colour–colour trends, but the transformed colours of both
Jordi et al. (2006) and Blanton & Roweis (2007) show a noticeable
offset. Furthermore, the transformed colours of Jester et al. (2005)
show an offset in both colours which are similar to the observed
colour-colour relationship slope which indicates a systematic colour
offset. Although we do not show this colour–colour figure, we have
provided the median colour differences in Table 4.

The LVL galaxy transformations show good agreement with the
observed colour–colour trends and show no systematic colour dif-
ferences in Table 4. In addition, the LVL transformations consis-
tently show smaller colour differences when compared to previous
transformations. These results suggest that the LVL galaxy trans-
formations more accurately describe the SDSS–Johnson–Cousins
colour relationships for galaxies.

Table 4. The median colour differences between
the UBVRc-to-ugri transformed and observed
colours for the LVL galaxy transformations and
those derived in previous transformations.

Median colour differences
�colour

Colour Study (mag)

(u − g)0 Jester et al. (2005) −0.22
Jordi et al. (2006) −0.08
Blanton & Roweis (2007) −0.12
LVL 0.01

(u − r)0 Jester et al. (2005) −0.34
Jordi et al. (2006) −0.04
Blanton & Roweis (2007) 0.07
LVL −0.01

(u − i)0 LVL 0.09

(g − r)0 Jester et al. (2005) −0.10
Jordi et al. (2006) 0.01
Blanton & Roweis (2007) 0.15
LVL 0.01

(g − i)0 LVL 0.03

(r − i)0 LVL 0.04

4.3 Summary

We have derived empirical colour transformations for galaxies
between the SDSS ugri and Johnson–Cousins UBVRc photomet-
ric systems. We utilize the LVL nearby galaxy sample which
consists of normal, non-starbursting galaxies. The data are taken
from the LVL global optical photometry study of Cook et al.
(2014a) where the fluxes were measured within identical aper-
tures across all optical bandpasses to ensure consistent photometric
comparisons.

The LVL galaxy transformations are derived via an anal-
ysis of all possible colour transformation combinations. The
accuracy of each transformation is quantified via the rms scatter
around the least χ2 fit and the median absolute difference between
the resulting transformed and observed magnitudes (�Mmed).

We also compared our results to those of previous SDSS transfor-
mations derived from standard calibration stars (Jester et al. 2005;
L05; Jordi et al. 2006) and model-based galaxy templates (Blanton
& Roweis 2007). The rms scatter of LVL galaxy colours around
each of the previously published transformations was calculated
in addition to the resulting �Mmed value. The observed galaxy
colours show large scatter and/or significant offsets for most of the
previous colour–colour relationships. Although some of the pre-
vious transformations yielded reasonable rms scatter and �Mmed

values in some filters, there are other filters (i.e. U and u band)
where no previous transformation showed reasonable rms scat-
ter and �Mmed values (<0.15 mag). In addition, for each filter
there exist multiple LVL transformations with lower rms scatter and
�Mmed values compared to the best stellar and model-based galaxy
transformations.

A secondary check on the accuracy of both the LVL and previ-
ous transformations was performed by propagating the transformed
magnitudes into colours and comparing them to observed colour–
colour trends. We found that all previous transformations showed
significant colour offsets (>0.1 mag) in more than one colour.
In general, the model-based galaxy transformations of Blanton &
Roweis (2007) showed smaller median colour differences com-
pared to the stellar transformations, but the LVL transformations
consistently showed either the smallest, or similar to the smallest,
median colour difference in all colours. These results suggest that
neither the stellar nor the model-based galaxy transformations can
accurately describe all colour transformations for observed galax-
ies when compared to the empirically derived LVL-based galaxy
transformations.
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